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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Option D
B. Option C

C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: C
Explanation:
Incorrect:
not D: window.status property
The status property sets the text in the status bar at the
bottom of the browser, or returns the previously set text.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator has configured a workflow system using the
Administration Console for Content Platform Engine (ACCE).
After the workflow system has been created, which of the
following is the next step?
A. Initialize the region explicitly using Process Configuration
Console
B. Run vwtfer to initialize the region
C. Initialize the region explicitly using ACCE
D. No need to initialize the region explicitly as it is
initialized already
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
Which statement is true?
A. SportsCar must override methods defined by car.
B. SportsCar must implement methods define by convertible.
C. SportsCar must implement methods from TurboVehicle and
steerable
D. Instances of car can invoke convertible methods.
Answer: B
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
To declare a class that implements an interface, you include an
implements clause in the class declaration.
By convention, the implements clause follows the extends
clause, if there is one.
Here are the some point that must be considered while
implementing an interface (or interfaces) into a java
class.
A class implementing an interface must either implement all the
methods of that interface otherwise known
as the abstract class.
A class in java may extend at most one superclass because java
does not allow multiple inheritance, by it
may implement more than one interface. Multiple inheritance in
java is achieved through the interfaces.
When a class implements more than one interface then implement
statement requires a commaseparated list of interfaces to be implement by that class.
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